
Info Christian Nothaft a.k.a.
pcn - p.c.n Ambiloco - Demonum

Christian Nothaft, born August 8, 1964, is a musician from Munich, Germany.
pcn,  p.c.n Ambiloco and  Demonum are  the projects with which Nothaft produces his
music.
   Nothaft is musically active since the mid 80ies, in the beginning primarily solo with
four-track cassette homerecording, but  in bands as well.  In the early 90ies he  quitted
homerecording  and only  played  in several  local  bands,  notably  Eat  Me  Tender (as
guitarist and singer),  Hisn (as drummer),  Deception (as singer),  Autozynik (first drums,
then bass),  KubeNothaft (guitar,  vocals and drums),  Abu Bimbel (drums) and  Gummo
(guitar and vocals). Gummo existed for eleven years and released 4 albums.
  On the side he produced an LP with the solo metal project  Zerstörer (self-published),
made a short  film soundtrack, composed a string quartet,  produced a few Electro(nic)
music tracks and some remixes under the name pcn and Ambient guitar music under the
name  p.c.n Ambiloco. 
    Since the end of Gummo in 2013 Nothaft works mostly solo again. Besides the regular tracks some remixes and soudtracks
were made, too. Over the years a lot of unreleased material has piled up, which already appeared 2019 on the p.c.n Ambiloco-
and Demonum-records or shall soon, respectively (pcn).
   As well as Nothaft is not able to commit himself to one instrument, he is not able to focus on one musical direction or
method. So various styles are pursued, but meanwhile 3 focuses have evolved:

p.c.n Ambiloco:
xxx

p.c.n Ambiloco exists since 2011, recording and performing live improvisations with guitar and
looper to create an ambient sound. The result is as played or gets more or less heavily edited and
leans into Noise, Industrial and/or Minimal Music. The intent is to create an intense, ambivalent,
dark atmosphere. Most concert recordings are available on Bandcamp. The newly released
studio-album  Spontaneous Simplitude  (June 2019) comprises non-live material from 2004 to
the present and covers a wide spectrum of sounds.
https://pcn-ambiloco.bandcamp.com/ 

Demonum: 
xxx

Demonum is a new project that heads in the metal direction (again)... towards a mixup of black-
noise lofi-experimental-trash and death-post. Definitely not „true“. On the first mini-album
There´s nothing we can´t face – except for bunnies  (released June 2019) the material is a

patchy, but stands for itself and shows the elements that will be brought together in the future.
https://demonum.bandcamp.com/releases 

 pcn:
xxx

Merely electronic music, mainly based on samples, self-recorded sound material of widely
different origins. The style spans mainly between Industrial, Electro, Minimal Music and
Musique Concrète, and anything... results are rather unconventional, more rhythmic than
abstract and open to everywhere. So far the albums  Arowana Sessions (limited CD-R-
edition 2010; re-release CD 2022),  Back to the Futurama – Raymond Scott Reworked by
pcn (download/stream only https://pcnmusic.bandcamp.com/releases) and da Pöschl & the
Ghosts / pcn–Split–LP by Echokammer have been published. A double LP collection of
material spanning from then to now called  Collector  will come out early 2023.

more details, music to listen contact:
and links to stuff here: christiannothaft@gmx.de 
www.christiannothaft.de Christian Nothaft

Badgasteiner Str. 7
https://christiannothaft.bandcamp.com/ 81373 Munich, Germany

(49)89/693 40 966
https://www.facebook.com/christian.nothaft.3 

https://www.youtube.com/user/pcnde    pcn - Migbouth (Lowknedge) video - YouTube 

http://www.christiannothaft.de/EPK_christian-nothaft_pcn_pcn-ambiloco_demonum.zip 
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Press Reviews

Zerstörer – Vorherbestimmter Endpunkt:

"...a little Joseph Beuys of Grindcore..."
(Rock City Mag)

"...reviewing this is worst than shock treatment!"
(Flesh Salad)

"...supershitty and deadly boring. go shitting!"
(Plasic Bomb)

"...terribly annoyed by this record...the whole album is
nerve-shattering from beginning to end."

(Legacy)

"...elements of death/trash/noise and grindcore are woven
into another so bizarre, listening through the whole disk
the first time is hard to do... so, if you want something

really special, an independent and totally unique sounding
music to call your own..."

(Fatal Underground)

"...only sometimes you feel yourself being on a musical
wrong track of noise-affected lunatics, therefore the

record is well listenable..."
(Iron Pages)

"...personally i think it´s pretty cool to keep vinyl alive, but
in this case it´s just a waste of resources....psychologically

disturbed masterpiece..."
(Chaos Mag)

"...all that evokes such an bursting apocalyptic mood and
agression..."

(Eternal Mourning) 

Fatal Underground (12/19)
p.c.n Ambiloco – LP

„... What Christian Nothaft from Munich has to offer with
his  poject  „p.c.n  AMBILOCO“ stands,  by pure  „musical“
aspect,  for  quite  an  independence  and  a  totally
unconventional  approach.  Ultimately  one  have  to  admit
that what is offered can bring you damn down ...  Which
musical scene this artistic, experimental sound should be
recommended to, is really not for me to say.“ (LEO)

Demonum – EP
„...Now after the record ran trough, I´m sitting here with a
bunch of question marks and by no stretch of the imagi-
nation i know how to properly evaluate this musical per-
formance ...“(LEO)

Legacy Nr.124 (1/20) -  Demonum – EP
„...The debut EP by DEMONUM is supposed to be the first
buisness  card  for  how his  interpretation  of  Metal  looks
like. The intersection to Iron Maiden, Mayhem or Kreator
(replace by random band names) is the use of guitars ...“

Plastic Bomb Nr.110 (1/20) -  Demonum – EP
„Crazy!  I cannot describe this. Black Metal on Nintendo-
Drugs.  Fuck,  that  is  awesome!!  Exactly  my  taste  of
music ... The record came with a promo-photo of the artist
showing a likeable person. And then this: the last song is
a cover of TTS (Ton Steine Scherben) - “Macht kaputt was
euch kaputt macht“ Buy!” (Nille)

Trust Nr. 200 (2-3/20) -  Demonum – EP
„Hm, interesting new project by a certain Christian Nothaft
and very hard to grasp...“ (marianne)

   Ox / Fuze  online (since April 2020) - Demonum – EP  
„Christian Nothaft can be described without a guilty con-
science as a bustling universal talent ... the focus here is
on experimental  exploration of  sound dimensions,  which
can also drift strongly into the electro trash corner.“
 - **** -  (Jenny Kracht)

Side-Line (2/20) -  p.c.n Ambiloco – LP
„Conclusion: Experimental releases often stand for visionary
artists, but I’m missing some avant-garde approach here!“

Sonic Seducer (6/20)
p.c.n Ambiloco – LP

„Very  tricky:  first  it  is  suggested  that  it´s  merely  about  a
minimal  „mindfuck“.  But  then  it´s  gets  stacked.  Krautrock
and proto-electro stirring up the dough quite well.  Familiar
and  strange  as  well.  Convenient  and  unapproachable ...“
(Stephan Wolf)

Demonum – EP
„Metal,  which  generic-genetic  queerness  is  quite  indisput-
able, brushed against all grains... without end in itself tricky,
like  looking  for  an  expression  for  that  it  seems  to  be  no
expression  (yet)  ...  uncompromisingly  debatable  ...“
(Stephan Wolf)

         Collective-Zine (1/21) - p.c.n Ambiloco – LP
Skirting a fine line between cerebral and playful but refu-sing
to come down hard on either side ‘Spontaneous Sim-plitude’
is a weird sort of success … enjoyably ambient yet intrusive
enough that  you’re  forced to pay attention,  and pitched at
the  exact  midway  point  between  Labradford  and  vintage
Doctor Who. (Alex Deller)

Süddeutsche Zeitung  26th Feb. 21
da Pöschl & the Ghosts / pcn – Split–LP

  “It is something like a summit meeting under the opposite
sign.  Because to the left  and right  of  this  tongue-in-cheek
competitive "versus", two free spirits are pooling their forces,
who have long since become indispensable in  the Munich
underground scene: Christian Nothaft alias pcn, who is also
a figure of the punk “Bodensatz” collective (a kind of hybrid
of  label  and  publishing  house)  has  proven  to  be  an  ac-
complished multifunctional tinkerer for a good two de-cades.
On his website  he has assembled a work that,  alternating
between set dog dreams, retro-futuristic background reading
and  freespinning  avant-garde,  illustrates  how  wonderfully
wild it can sound, if nobody fumbles around with your own
musical visions. ... Dark music for dark times.” (Martin Pfnür)

f
Side-Line (2021/22)

da Pöschl & the Ghosts / pcn – Split–LP
„This  split  album  sounds  as  an  antithesis  to  established
music forms and -standards.  Rate: (6).“
f

Arowana-Sessions
„PCN is  not  the most  accessible  sound experience,  but  is
worthy of examination for Experimental heads. Rate: (5 1/2)“
         d

   Plastic Bomb Nr.120 (3/22) – Arowana-Sessions
„...probably  would  be  a  damn  good  soundtrack  for  even
several film genres at the same time, what is dished up here
as partly quite intricate soundscapes. An interesting affair for
cineasts for shure, enjoying „Arow(an)a Sessions“ one or the
other film runs in the head cinema even without any drugs...“
-Basti-
v
    Fatal Underground (Nov. 2022) -  Arowana-Sessions
„...In a way, pcn is quite a kind of special sound experience
that you don't get every day....“ (Leo)



Christian Nothaft Output

Releases by and/or with Nothaft:

Zerstörer - Vorherbestimmter Endpunkt
(vinyl album; 1998)

Contributions (w/ Abu Bimbel, Hisn, Eat Me Tender + KubeNothaft), coproduction, mastering, restauration
of/for  Der Bodensatz - 10 Jahre Inzest  sampler
(CD album; Bodensatz 2000) 
http://www.bodensatz.de

KubeNothaft - (n/n) 
(CD album; Bodensatz 2001)
http://www.bodensatz.de/kubenothaft.htm     
https://bodensatz.bandcamp.com/album/kubenothaft     

Christian Nothaft - Best off  sampler 
(CD-R album; Bodensatz 2002)

Contributions (w/ Abu Bimbel + KubeNothaft) to  Rage Against Abschiebung - sampler 
(CD album + CD-Rom; Bodensatz 2004)

Contributions (w/ Gummo + as pcn) to  Heinz K. aus H.  - sampler 
(CD double album; Bodensatz 2005)

Gummo - The Gruesome Twosome
(CD album; Bodensatz 2005)
http://www.gummo.org/ 

Gummo - Piqueur Acts
(CD album; Bodensatz 2005)

pcn -  Arowana – Sessions (1st issue)
(CD-R album; Bodensatz 2010)

several p.c.n Ambiloco live recordings (2011 – 2022) 
(stream/download albums @ Bandcamp  https://pcn-ambiloco.bandcamp.com/)

Gummo - Local Men Ruin Everything
(stream/download album @ Bandcamp / itunes / musicload; 2012)
https://gummo.bandcamp.com

Gummo - Every Summer They´re Droppin´ Like Flies
(CD EP + digital (itunes + musicload); Bodensatz / Bacillus-Bellaphon 2014)



Gummo - The Pig That Would Not Fly - the live-(re)presentation of `Every Summer They're Droppin'
Like Flies´ (stream/download album @ Bandcamp; 2014) 
https://gummo.bandcamp.com

Schrottland #3 - Magazin - CD-insert with p.c.n Ambiloco live solo and with Till Funke, 
T.V. Shit and Residuum (CD live album; irrland 2014)
https://pcn-ambiloco.bandcamp.com/

several tracks on online samplers of the Midnight Radio Compilation series:
 "ambient loop core take 3" auf MRC 6 (201?)  ///  "k.u.t.k." auf MRC 12 (2014) ///
 "blindflug" auf MRC 34 (2015)  ///  "no 10b (awaiting the ascension of darkness)" auf MRC 77?
(201?)  ///  "Stay Alive Or Die Trying (Alc Take 13)" auf MRC 92? (201?) 

two tracks  on online samplers of the Fraction Studio Compilations series:
pcn/Demonum-track "They're Everywhere!  "   auf ANDREAS N°17 - The Strange Bestiary ( 2014) /// 
pcn-track  ''  You Will Obey The Daleks  "    auf ANDREAS N°20 - Daleks - Tribute  (2016)

Beiträge zur CD-Beilage Kollektiv-Hörspiele   für das   Schrottland - Magazin # 5:  
Hörspielmusik "WG-Plenum" und der "Plenum-Song (Remix)" 
(CD-Album; irrland 2015) 

two tracks  on online samplers of the Aural Films Compilations series:
pcn-track "  Thats a Nice Thought  "   auf Aural Films Biography: Raymond Scott - Tribute - Projekt (2016) ///
pcn-track "  jl et wr kö kö#_#n, zi ad uo xv (krell-music)  "     auf Aural Films Krell Music - Compilation (2018) 

pcn - Back to the Futurama (Raymond Scott Reworked by p.c.n)
(stream/download album @ Bandcamp; 2018)
https://pcnmusic.bandcamp.com/album/back-to-the-futurama-raymond-scott-reworked-by-p-c-n

p.c.n Ambiloco - Spontaneous Simplitude
(vinyl double album + digital album @ Bandcamp; 2019)
https://pcn-ambiloco.bandcamp.com/album/spontaneous-simplitude

Demonum - There´s Nothing We Can´t Face – Except for Bunnies
(vinyl 10 inch EP + digital album @ Bandcamp; 2019)
https://demonum.bandcamp.com/releases

da Pöschl & the Ghosts / pcn split LP
(vinyl album + CD; Echokammer 2021) 
https://www.echokammer.de/index.php/de/album/release/ek090/pcn_da+poeschl+-+pcn_da+poeschl
Video Track Mighbouth auf Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX1KFtwSUGY 

pcn-track „Vulture“ on  Freeezing In Giesing Vol. II  sampler 
(CD album; Echokammer/Trikont 2021)
https://trikont.de/shop/themen/bayern/freezing-in-giesing-vol-2/ 

pcn – Arowana – Sessions (2nd issue)
(CD-album + digital album @ Bandcamp; re-release 2022)
https://pcnmusic.bandcamp.com/album/arowana-sessions 



Soundtracks:

Beschränkung - short film by / with Denis Paulevic, Matthias Weinzierl, Martin Novek, Gazan Alpaslan (1995)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYcPZ7HefH4  

WG-Plenum -  radio play on Schrottland #5 Magazine CD insert (2015)

A Trip to the Moon - setting of the short film by Georges Méliès (2016)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0VTB1HHgYI&feature=youtu.be 

setting-comissions for Arriving-in-munich.de: (2016/`18):
"Schönes Wetter Brezeln", "Als ich nach München kam", "Die Pfeilzelle" and "Du interrrrrrrresierst dich für Filme?" 
http://www.christiannothaft.de/mp3/Denis_Paulevic_+_pcn_-_als_ich_nach_muenchen_kam.mp3 
http://www.christiannothaft.de/mp3/Denis_Paulevic_+_pcn_-_die_pfeilzelle.mp3 
http://www.christiannothaft.de/mp3/Denis_Paulevic_+_pcn_-_schoenes_wetter_brezeln.mp3 
http://www.christiannothaft.de/mp3/Denis_Paulevic_+_pcn_-_Du_interessierst_dich_fuer_filme.mp3 

Splitterwochen - short film by Klaus Erich Dietl (2017)  https://vimeo.com/204342514 

Biertel vor 3 - Kollektives Jammern über Kunstproduktion - radio play by Thomas Glatz and Martin  Krejci (2018)
http://www.volxvergnuegen.org/index.php/schrottland/schrottland-7.html 

Hundetraum - short film by Thomas Glatz (2019) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgQZs9Co-NU 

Die Fledderer - radio play - lyrics by Gerhard Lassen (2019)
http://www.christiannothaft.de/mp3/Gerhard_Lassen_+_Christian_Nothaft_-_die_Fledderer_(v1).mp3 

Remixes:
(mainly unofficial, mostly at Start-ab.de and Indaba.com)

Kazim Akboda – is mir egal (youtube) 
Achim Kück Trio – it´s over
Anne Clark – our darkness
Clueso - pizzaschachteln
Demonhunter – someone to hate
Digitalism – taken away
Brian Eno + David Byrne – help me somebody 
+ a secret life
Herbert Grönemeyer – zum meer
Honig (Muc) – orgon (3 versions)
KubeNothaft – that bitch + do the wrong thing
Travis Marsh – lay me down
Leslie Clio – abcdefuck off
Moldover – shut me down

Justin Nozuka – how low
Nine Inch Nails – various from year zero - album
  http://www.ninremixes.com/ - filed under „pcn“
No Means No – forget your life (youtube)
Jenny O. (Buddy Holly) – I´m gonna love you too
Rumpeln – nononono
Serena Ryder – stompa
Steve Reich – 2x5 - 3. movement 
Paul Simon – love is the eternal sacred light 
Heinz Strunk – stop den wahnsinn
Topic – see the light(?)
Sandie Thom – i wish i was a punkrocker
Yello – soul on ice
Zweiraumwohnung – ich und elaine

(2002 – 2022) 

http://www.christiannothaft.de/pcn-remix.htm 

http://www.ninremixes.com/ 



Christian Nothaft/pcn/p.c.n Ambiloco concerts:

March `05 - abandoned house Entenbach street., Munich - "Heinz K. aus H." CD-Release
Okt. `08 - Färberei, M. - "Haldi" - Bodensatz showroom
2009 - Kafe Kult, M. - w/ Koarr (supp. f. Death Sentence Panda)
01.08.09 - Galerie in der Kernstrasse, Nürnberg - w/ Koarr
Autumn `10 - Puerto Giesing, M. (supp. f. Honig)
23.03.11 - Farbenladen, M. - exhibition Tagar
26.05.11 - Sunny Red, M. - Noise Are Back in Town Festival
06.08.11 - Trambahnhäusl, M. - Volxvergnügen Open Air
09.09.11 - Rathaus Oberfoehrig - opening exhibition Margret Kube 
17.12.11 - Kafe Kult, M. - Bodensatz-Festival
24.03.12 - Glockenbachwerkstatt, M. (part of Fuck-Jazz-Ensemble)
05.04.12 - Glockenbachwerkstatt, M. (supp. f. Fnessnej)
25.06.12 - Galerie Kullukcu, M. - Noise Mobility Festival
20.10.12 - Farbenladen, M. - exhibition Happich/Nothaft - w/ T.V. Shit
22.12.12 - Kafe Kult, M. - Bodensatz-Festival - w/ Benno Z. as "Loophole"
30.05.13 - Sunny Red, M. - Noise Are Back in Town - Festival
15.12.13 - Kafe Kult, M. - Kafe Kunst Fest IX - w/ T.V. Shit 
22.12.13 - Kafe Kult, M. - Bodensatz-Festival - w/ Till Funke as "Notil"
17.02.14 - Glockenbachwerkstatt, M. - (part of Gummo-CD-Release)
21.-24.02.14 - iRRland, M. - w/ Till Funke; T.V Shit; Residuum (at own exhibition)
02.05.14 - Desi, Nürnberg - w/ T.V Shit as "Zork Free Arts Lab"
15.09.14 - iRRland, M. - Schrottland#3 - Release
20.12.14 - Kafe Kult, M. - Bodensatz - Festival
20.04.16 - Kiste, M. - Salzstangensalon
03.07.16 - Kösk, M. - Der Ring des Bodensatz
26.10.16 - Sunny Red, M. - Noise Are Back in Town - Festival
08.09.18 - Farbenladen, M. - exhibition Mila Röckl
16.05.19 - Villa Stuck, M. - exhibition Heimat - Idylle - Visionen
16.11.19 - Burger & Steakbar, M. - Noise Are Back in Town – Festival
13.08.21 - Grünspitz Giesing, M. - Echokammer – Ois Giasing
12.11.21 - Seminar Centre Hohenkammer - Exhibition „Zum Meer weit entfernt“
23.04.22 - Casa Michi, M.
09.06.22 - Feierwerk, M. (supp. f. Wiegedood)
05.12.22 - bei Nino, M.
17.12.22 - Kafe Kult, M. - Bodensatz - Festival


